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ON A CLASS OF MINIMAL HP-SPACES 

By T. G. Raghavan and r. L. Reilly 

1. Introduction 

A p-,pace is a topological space in which every Gð-set is 0야n. A HP-,pac< 

is a Hausdorff topological space which is also a P-space. A IlP-space (X, <) is 
sa id to be minimal HP if and only if r'르< and (X,<’ is a HP-space implies 

T=r'. Our attention was drawn to P-spaces when we noticed that a LindelöJ 

[-/P-,pace i, lIlaximal LinddöJ and minimal l-lP. This result is given by Cameron 

[1, Theorem 7.6J and Misra [3, Proposition 4.2 (f) ) . A closely related class 

of spaces is the class of l-lP-clo똥d spaces. A l-lP- space is called HP- c/osed if 

and only if it is closed in every l-lP-space into which it can be embedded. In 

an earlier paper [4J we made extensive investigations of minimal HP and HP

closed spaces. Cameron has shown that a maximal Lindelöf space need not be 

Hausdorff [1, Example 7.3) but is a P-space [1, Theorem 7.4) that a minimal 

[ -/P-space need not be Lindelöf [1, Example 9. 1) and that a Lindelöf HP-space 

need not be minimal Hausdorff nor minimal P. We have given an example 
[4, Example 2.2) to show that the classes of J-/P- closed and l1-closed spaces 

are distinct. 

If W is a family of subsets of a topological space (X, T) , then W ic called 

an almost coτ er of X if the collection of closures of members of W covers X. 

C(Ø' is said to have an almost suhcover ctrf’ of X if WτW and W' is an almost 

cover in its own right. We say that a filter (base) is a " -Jifter (base ) if the 

filter (generated by the filter base) is clo똥d under countable intersections. A 

l-lP-,pace (X, r) i, l-lP-c/osed iJ and only iJ every open ,,-Jilter base 011 (X, r) ha, 
an adherent poillt (or equÎvalerlt[y, eνery open cover has a countable almost subcover). 

A subset U of a topological space X is called regular-open if and only if 

int cl U= U; a subset is regular-closed if and only if its complement is regular-o야n. 

A topological space (X, T) is called semi-regular if and only if the family of all 

reg.미lar잉pen subsets of X forms a base for the topology <. Indeed a l-lP-,pace 
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(X, r) is minimal llP zf and only if every open a- filter base with unique point oF 

adherence converges to it (or equivalently, (X, z-) is HP- closed and semi- regular) 

In this paper a c1ass of minimal J-JP~spaces is introduced. Such spaces are 

called a-minimal l-1P-spaces. As the name suggests, these spaces are minimal 

HP; lurthermore any Lindelöl lJP~space is α minimal lJP. But there are minimal 

HP- spaces which are not a-minimal HP and a -minimal HP-spaces which are 

not Lindelöι These a~minimal HP~spaces are characterized by the elegant 

pro야rty that each 01 their T , þ~quotients is p-Lindelöl (see Definition 2.2 (a) 

below). Furthermore we show that X is a~ minimal HP if and only if X is 

J-JP~c1osed and rim• a (see Delinition 2.2 (b) below) 

2. a- ~inimal HP spaces 

DEFINITION 2. 1 Let (X, r) be a HP~space. (X, r) is called a~minimal l-lP~ 

sþace if and only if given a c10sed subset A of X and an open cover <;$' of A, 
<;$' has a countable almost subcover <;$" of A (i. e. there exists a countable 

subfamily <;$"c<;$' such that Aε u {c1 U I UE<;$"} ) 

DEFINITIONS 2.2. (a) Let us call a topological space μ~LindelöJ il it is a 

P-space and every 0야n a- filter base with unique adherent point converges to 

its adherence. (l t is to be noted that μ Lindelöl spaces need not be Hausdorff ; 

but μ~Lindelöf Hausdorff spaces are precisely minimal J-JP~spaces) 

(b) A l-IP~space is defined to be rim~a if and only if there exists a nbd 

system [v} of 。야n sets for each point of X with the property that given a 

미osed subset QεCI V - V and an open cover 2k (open in X) of Q there exists 

a countable sublamily 2k'(c2k) such that QcU {c1 U IUE2k'} . (nbd stands for 

neighbourhood) 

The notion 01 semi-normal spaces was introduced by Viglino [6]. A topological 

space X is said to be semi.norma[ if and only if given a closed subset Cc X and 

an open set G containing C there exists a regular-o야n set U with 0ζUεG 

(or equivalently , every c10sed set has a base consisting of regular-o야n sets). 

A semi-normal space need neither be normal nor regular ; they are not even 

closed hereditary; they are not productive 

The concept 01 r~accumulation points of lilters was introduced by Herrington 

and Long [2]. With particular relerence to G~ filter bases we say that a G~ filter 

base sr in A (ζX， where X is a topological space) r-accumulates to aEA if 

and only if lor each open nbd U of a (0야n in X) and for each FEsr, F n cl ' 
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U~ø. (Jt sh。비d be noted that 앙r in A" means that the elements of .:T are 

nonempty subsets of A). If we denote the adherence of a q- filter base ‘sr by 
adh(.:T) and xEadh (.:T), then x is an r-accumulation point of .:T. Clearly if 

adh(.:T) ;éØ, then the r-accumulant of ‘sr (=the set of all r -accumulation 
points of .:T) is nonempty. Let us denote the r- accumulant of .:T by r - acc(.T). 

A q-filter base ‘sr is said to be adherent convergent if and only if U is open and 
U그adh(.:T) implies U그F그adh(.:T) for some FEST. Similarly, a q- filter base 
.:T is said t。 야 r-accumulant convergent if and only if U is 0야n and U그r

acc(.7") implies U그F그r-acc(.:T) for some FE.:T 

It is c1ear from the definition of a-minimal HP-spaces that if (X , r) is a 

minimal HP, then (X, r) is llP-c/osed. Let us now prove the following pro∞sition 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (X, r) be a HP- sþace. Then the following are equivale씨 L 

(i) X is HP-c/osed 

(ii) E.τtry u-filter base sr in X has a r-accumulation þoint (i. ι r-acc (.:T) ~Ø) 

PROOF. (i)::>(ii). Let .:T be a q- filter base such that r - acc(ST) = Ø. Then 

if xEX, there exists an 0야nn벼 U. of x and F.E.:T such that (c1 U. ) n F. =ø. 
X 

Thus '<1' = lU.l xεX} is an open cover of X. Consider IF. l xEX} ζf← Let B 

be an arbitrary countable subset of X. Then there exists F BEιr such that 

FBcn IF. lxEB}. Clearly, FB n w IcI U. lxEB}) = Ø for any countab}e subset B 

of X. Thus '<1' does not admit a countable almost subcover of X. Hence X is 
not HP-c1osed. 

(ii) => (i). If X is not HP-c1osed, then there exists an open cover 'í:? of X such 

that for every countable subset 'i!" ' (ζ'i!")， P('<1' ’ ) =X-U lclU I UE'i!" ’ } ~ø. Thus 

ß= 1P('i!"' ) 1'<1" is a countable subset of 'i!" ) is a q-filter base. Further IX- c1 UI 

UE 'í:? )εß. Let xEX. There exists U 드'<1' such that xEU _. Thus, since 
’ ,,- - " 

(X- c1 U) ncl U. = rþ , x is not an r-accumulation point of ß. Since the choice 

of xεX is arbitrary, r - acc(.8) = rþ. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let (X, r) be a HP- sþace. Then the “(ollowing are equivalent; 

(i) X is a- minimal l-IP 

(i i) Every a-filter base consisting 01 oþen or rtgular-oþen sets converges to its 

adherence. 

(iii) 1f A is a c/osed subset of X and :i:' is a q-filter base consisting of oþα or 
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regular-open subsets 01 X with nonempty traces 0η A , then >f has a point 01 adherence 

in A (i. e. adh(>f) n A"cø ). 

(iv) Given any open cover ~ 01 X and UE?1' there exists a countahle suhfamily 

0/τo/-{ U} with X =UU (U {clV [VEo/'} ). 

PR∞F'. (i):::}( ii ). Let .:T be a l7- filter base consisting of 0야n Or regular

O야n subsets of X. Let adh (‘윷) = n {cl U [ UE.:T} = C. Let V be an 0야n subset 
of X such that V그C. Then {X- clU [ U'ε.:T} forms an open cover of X - C and 
hence of X - V . Then there exists a countable subset 9!c .:T such that U {cl 

(X-cl U) [ U，르9! } 그X-V. Thus v ::::>n {int cl U [ UE9! } ::::>n {U [ UEÆl’ l 그W for 
some WE.:T, since .:T is a l7-filter base 

( ii ) =이 iii). If adh(>f) n A=ø, then X - A is an 0야n set containing adh(>f). 
Hence by (ii ) there ex ists U，εξ such that X - A그U so that u n A=ø, a contr
adiction. 

(i ii ):::} (i). Let A be a closed subset of X and 0/ an 0야n cover of A such 
that there exists no countable subset 0/τ0/ such that Aζ U {cl U [ UEo/' }. 

Thus if X- U {cl U [UEo/'} = F(o/'), (F(o/’ ) [0/' is a countable subset of o/} is 
an 0야n l7-filter base >f such that each member of >f has nonempty traces 

with i\. By hypothesis, adh (>f) n A"cø, so that cn (cl(X- cl U) [UEo/}) n A"cø 

Hence [X - U {int cl U [ UEo/ } 1 n A으'ëø. That is A<t: U {int cl U [ UEo/ } . Hence 0/ 

is not an 0야n CQver of A , a contradiction 

(i) :::}( iv ). Let X be a-minimal HP. Let 0/ be an open cover of X and UEo/. 

C}early X - U is closed and 0/ - {U} is an open cover of X - U. Hence there 
exists a countable subfamily 'iff" C 'iff'- {UI so that x- u，ζU {cl V [ Vεo/'}. Thus 
X = UU (U {cl V [VEo/’} ) 

(iv ):::}( i). Let C be a closed subset of X. Let 0/ be an open cover of C. 

Then 9=o/ U {X- C} is an 。야n cover of X. By hypothesis, there exists a 
.countable subset o/ 'Co/ such that X=(X- C) U (U clIVIVEo/’}). Thus Cζ 
U {cl V [ VEo/'}. 

THEOREM 2.5. Let (X, <) be a HP- space. Then the lollowing are equivalent: 

(‘) X is a -minimal HP. 

(i i ) Giνen a closed subset C 01 X, a cover vf? 01 X - C consisting 01 open or 

regular-open subsets 01 X and an open nbd V 01 ζ there exists a countable suhjamUy 

<i!f" ζ0/ such that X= VU (U {cl U[ UEo/’} ). 

(iii) Given a closed suhset C 01 X and a cover 0/ 01 C consisting 01 open or 
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reguJar.open suhsets of X, there exist a countable subfamily t(ff'’ C 'ti" such tha~ 

gζ U {cl UI U'ε'ti"') 

(π) For each closed subset A (ζX) and each collection ‘5"= {F. laELI ) ofnonempt:r 

closed or regular-closed subsets of X such that (n (F IFE7)) n A=ø, there exists 

a countable sψset ‘F’ (ζ7) such thal ( n (’ 111 F I FE7기 ) n A=ø. 

(v) For each closed sψset A(c X) and each collection 7= {F. la E LI ) of nonemþt:r 

closed or regular.c!osed suhsets of X, if each countable suhset Y ’ (ζ7) has the

þroþerty that ( n !int F IFE7’)) nkl얘， then ( n {F IFE7) ) n A""ø. 

(α ) For each closed subset A( c X) aηd each (J-filter base 7= (A. 1 a E LI) in A . 

there exists a르A such that ff r- accumulates to a 

(vii) Each a- filter base in X is r-accumulaηt convergent. 

PROOF. (i) ::;. (ii). 0ζ V and X - V is a closed subset of X such that X - C 그 

x- V 50 that 'ti" is an open cover of X- V. Hence there exists a countab)e 

subset WτW such that X- Vε U {cl UI UEW'I. Thus X= V U (U {cl UI UE'ti"' }). 

(ii) =이iii). Given a closed subset C of X and a cover 'ti" of C consisting of 

open or regular-open subsets of X, X - C is an 。야n nbd of the closed set 

X- LJ IU I UEW } and 'ti" is a cover of U IU I UEW ) consisting of open Or regular

open subsets of X. Then, by (ii) , X = (X - C) U (U (cl U I UE'ti"' }) where W’ IS 

a countable subset of W‘ Hence 0ζ U {cl UI u，εW'}. 

(iii) ::;. (iv). If <n7) n A=ø, then AζU (X- F IFE7) and {X-F I Fε7) is a 

family of open or regular-open subsets of X. By (iii ) , there exists a countable 

subset 7'ζ7 such that ACU {cl(X- F) IFE7') =U (X- int F IFE7') . Thus. 

( n (int F IFE7')) n A= ø. 
(iv) ~ (v) is clear. 

(iii)::;.(i) is clear from the definition of a-minimal HP- spaces 

(iv) ::;. (iii). Let 'ti" be a cover of A consisting of either open or regular-open 

subsets of X. Then A n ( n {X - UI UEW ) ) =91. By hypothesis, there exists a 

countable subset 'ti" ' C W such that A n ( n {int (X- U) I Uε'ti" ')) = 91 so that 
A n ( n {(X- cl U) 1 u.ε'ti"'}) =91. Hence AC U (cl UI UE 'ti" '). 

(i) ::;. (vi). Suppose there exists a (J-filter base 7 in A such that 7 does not 

r -accumulate to a for all aEA. (Notice that the members of ‘ÝT are contained 

in A). Then for each aEA , there exists an open set U. and some Faεf← such 

that Fa n cl Ua= 9I. The collection 1U. laEA) is an open cover of A; so that, by 
(i) , there exists a countable subset BCA such that AζU {cl Ua 1 aEBJ . Let 

FbEY such that Fbcn {Fa1aEB). Since 감~ø， there e..xists an element cEB 
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s uch that F; n cl Uc~q，. Since F;ζFc' Fc n cl Uc~q， which is a contradiction. 

(vi ):::>( v). Suppose that there exist a closed set AζX and a collection .:T of 

closed or regular-closed subsets of X such that ( n (int F I FES'기 ) n A~q， for 
every countable subset .:T' (c .:T) but <n (F IFE.:TI) n A= q,. Clearly sets of 

the form (int F) n A together with ( n (int F I Fε.:T')) n A for all possible coun
table subsets .:T'c.:T form a q-filter base 5:' in A. By hypothesis (vi) , 5:' 

r -accurnulates to sorne point aεA. Thus for each open nbd U. of a and each 

set int F with Fε.:T， ((int F) n A) n cl U.* q,. Since (int F) n A* q" Fn A* q, 
for each FE.:T. Since ( 이 (F I FE.:TI) r A = q" there exists F.E.!T such that 

a종F .. Hence aEX- F.C X- int F. = cl(X- F.) . X - F. is an 0야nn벼 of a such 

that c1 (X-F.) r int F. = q" a contradiction. Thus ( n {F IFE.!T)) (1 A~q， . 

( i):::>(vii ). Let ÿ be a q-filter base. Let the set of all r -accumulation points 

of .!T be C. Let V be an open subset of X such that V그C. If aEX- V , then 
there exists an 。야n n벼 U. of a and F.ε;r such that (c1 잉) nF. = q， . Now 

!U.l aEX- VI is an 。야n cover of X - V which is closed. Hence there exists a 

countable subset BεX- V such that X- Vζ ') {cl U. l aεB). Clearly there exists 

Fε.!T such that F'ζn IF. l aEß). Further F n (U {c1 UalaEß)) =q, 50 that F n 

(X - V) =q, and FC V. Thus .!T is r -accumulant convergent. 
( vii)승 (vi). Let A be a c10sed subset of X. Let .!T be a q- fi{ter in A. Suppose 

sr r -accumulates to a for no aEA; then the r-'accumulant of .!TζX-A which 
j s open. T hus by hypothesis in (vii ), X - A그F for some FEF , a contradiction 

THEOREM 2.6. The following are equivalenl for a HP-sþace X: 
(i) X ': s a-mini끼al [-IP. 

(ii ) X is IIP-closed and rim -a 

PROOF. That (i) :::>( ii ) is obvious. 

To prove ( ii ):::> (i) we use the criterion (iv) given in Theorem 2.4. Let '?? 
be an open cover of X and UE'?? For each xEU there exists a rim-a 0야n 

nbd Vx such that xE VxC U. Now ('??- (U)) U ( IVx l xεU)) is an 0야n cover of 

X. Since X is [-IP-c1osed there exist countable subsets '??'ζ'?? - IU) and BζU 

such that X= (U {c1 VIVE'??')) U (U {cl V.l xEBI). Since CI V_ - U is c1osed, x 

CI Vx - U ζ CI vx - Vx and '?? -IUI is an open cover of CI Vx - U, there exi sts a 

oCountable subset ,??xC'??- {U) such that CI Vx- U'ιU (c1 VX I VXE'??x). Clearly 

U IcI V.l XEB!ζU { c1 VX IVxE'??x and xEB! UU. Thus X= UU (U {cl V치 VXE~X 
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.and xEBJ) U ( U I CI V 1 V드'6"' )). Notice thal 'i1' x and B are countable and hence 

X is a- minimal I-lP. 

THEOREM 2.7. lf (X, T) is a- minimal llP- sþace, then evtr.J cOlltinuous lunctioll 

f:X-• Y into a Hausdoηjf P- sþace is c/osed. 

PROOF. Let B be c10sed in X and Þ<I=f(B). Then for each yεf(B) , there 

exists an open set 잉 in Y such that yE익 and þ"" c1 {ι N。w {f- l(익) lyEf(B)) 

is an open cover of B in y. This collection has a countable almost subcover 

{j- I(이 ) 1 1듣i<∞) so lhat f(B)ζ U lclUi l l르 i<∞)， ÞEX- U IcI이 1 1듣i<∞} ζ 
X - f(B) and hence f(B) is 미osed 

Now we prove mapping characterizations of a- minimal lJP- spaces. 

THEOREM 2. 8. Let (X, r) be a !-!P- sþace. Thell the “following are equivalellt 

(i) X is a - minimal I-lP. 

(ii) E-νery cOlltinuous T IP- image of X is μ-LilldelöJ. 

(i ii) Every T1P- quotient 01 X is μ Lindelöι 

(iv) Every cl osed coι끼UDUS TlP- image of X is μ-LindelöJ. 

PROOF. (i) =? (ii) . Every continuous image of a -minimal IIP space is a 

minimal IIP and hence by virtue of Theorem 2.4 (ii ) above, it is p-Lindelöf 

If 、，\"e relax the Hausdorff property to T
1 

property, the image space will 

continue to be μ Lindelöf without being Hausdorff. 

Clearly (ii)=?(iii) =? (iv) 

(iv)=?(i) ‘ If X is not a-minimal HP, there exists an open u- filter base f 

in X with A = n IcI UI UEf l while f does nol converge to A (Refer Theorem 

2.4 (ii) above) ‘ We can assume without loss of generality that the interior of 

A is emply and u r A = rþ for each U，εf. lf we identify the points of A, what 

results is a T 1P..quotient of X viz. , Z with the quotient map h which is a 

closed continuous map of X onto Z, while Z is not μ Lindelöf. 

Finally let us give a result relating to sem inormal IIP-c1osed spaces. Indee:l 

we have 

THEOREM 2.9. !n the c/ass of seminormal I-1P- sþac<s, a sþace is !-IP- c/osed if 

A ’,d 0써'y r1 it is a- minimal HP. 
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3. Examples 

Jt is c1ear Irom the delinition that every Lindelöl l1P-space is a- minimal 
HP. Further every a-minimal llP- space is minima l HP. This is 50, because 

every or-en 17-lilter base converges to its adherence (Theorem 2.4 (ii)); thus 

every open a- fi lter base with unique point of adherence converges to its 

adherence; hence the space is minimal HP [4, Theorem 2.6 (iii)]. But there 

are a-min ima l l-1P spaces which are not Lindelöl and minimal HP- spaces which 

are not a - minimal HP. 

EXAMPLE 3. 1. let A =éO,Q] and B= A U IQl =[O,Q: . let X = (A x B) :.J I,,) 

let us deline a topology , on X as lollows. Let each point in A x A be 0야n. 

Partition It into uncountably many uncountable equivalence classes IA. I a드A}. 

Aa F Aa=@ if a#a and U lAa1aEA} = A Let us write Fa= [a, QC where a is an 

element of [0,Q[ and Fa니 [0， a) = 11. let a nl피 system lor the point (a , Q)εA 
x IQ} (c A x B) be sets 01 the lorm 

V((a, Q) ; 이= I(a, Q)} U (Ia) X Fß) U (Fß x/\.> 

lor 50me (3EA. let K(a) = ( lal X A) 니 (Jl x A. ) and L(ß) = {U IK(a) 1 0득a<예 ) U 

(A x IQI). let a nl회 syslem lor the point π be sets 01 the lorm 

V(,,; ß) = (X - L(ß)) U I껴 
lor 50me ßEA . 

Thus we get a space (X, ,) which, by construction, is a HP-space. Fur lher 

this space is not Lindelöl because the c10sed subset I(a, Q) l aεA} is discrete 
and uncountable and heoce not Lindelöl 

Now let us prove that (X, τ) is llP-c1osed and rim- a. Then by Thenrem 2. 6, 

(X, ,) will be a- minimal HP 

First let us show that (X, ,) is rim- a. 11 PEA x AζX a basic r -open n벼 

system at p is IIP}}. c1( IP}) -IP} = qí. Thus the condition lor rim- a is trivially 

satislied at p. Consider <e, Q) EX where çEA. A typical basic ,-open n벼 。f

(ç , Q) is 01 the íorm V((<.Q) ; ß)=I(ç, Q)} U (lç} X Fß) U (Fß X A,} íor 5Ome ' 

aεA . c1 (V((ç,Q) ; ß)) = V((ç ,Q); (3)U(U l(a， D) l aEFß)) :.J 1π). Let Y be any subset 

of (u I(a, Q) J a든Fß}) U Irr} . Let (çl ,Q)EY. A typical open n벼 01 (ç l' Q) is 01 

the lorm V ((ç l' Q) ; T) = { (틴 ， Q)l U (lSll x F1) U (FT 〉〈 Ah) for s。me rEA, cl(V 

((ÇI ,Q); T)) 그 (FT× 1Ql ) U {껴 which covers all but counta 

y. Thus the condilion íor rim- a is satisíied at (ç, Q) a1 5O. A typical bas.ic 

얘en n벼 V( ,,; ð) is oí the íorm (X - L (ð)) U {π} íor some ðEA 이 V(π ; ð)-
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V(" ; 0) = F,x (Q}. As we have already seen, every 0야n cover (open in X) 01 

every subset 01 F,x (O} admits a countable almost subcover. Thus the condition 

for rim -a is satisfied at π also 

Now let us prove that the space is j -]P- c1osecl. Let '2::' be an open cover of 

X. Let V(π ; ß) (ε'2::' ) be an open basic nbd of 1r. Then X - c1 V (π ; ß)c 

U (( (a, Q)} U ((a} x A) U (A x A.) 1 aε [0, ß) }. Let r be an ordinal such that 0르r<ß 

Then there exists 0 (T) such that (T) X B is contained in V (( r, Q) ; ð (T)) E '2::' 

except for countably many points. Moreover F '(T ) X Il
T 

is contained in V ((r , Q) 

0(7)). Let ç be an ordinal such that Ç""r and 0등ç<ð (T). Then there exist 

open n버s of (ç , Q) , namely, V ((e, Q) ; ð (e)) E '2::' such that if we write 

V(T) = v((r , Q) ; ð (T) ) U ( 니 (v( (ε Q);o(e)) I O흐e<õ(n and e# }) 

then V(n covers ((T) x B) U(A x IlJ , all but countably many elements in it. 
T 

Note that the collection of set s in V(n is countable and then we allow r to 

vary in [0, 예 Thus we see that (X, r) is llP-c1o sed 

EXAMPLE 3.2. This example is given in [4, Example 2.8] . We have proved 

that this space is minimal H P. We c1aim that the space is not a -minimal H P. 

Indeed we take a typical basic 얘en n벼 01 0, say V(P, 0), then cl V( P, 이 -

V(P, O) = M = (x. lxEB,- P}. Indeed M is an uncountable c10sed di screte subspace 

such that it lails to satisfy the rim- a condition (at 0). Thus X is not a -minimal 

HP. 

EXAMPLE 3. 3. In [5] Viglino introduced the concept 01 C-compact spaces 

The definition of such spaces runs parallel to Our delinition 01 α minimal 

j-]P-spaces. Now let us give a relatively simple example to sho lV that the 

c1asses 01 C-compact and a -minimal HP spaces are di stinct. Let X = [ 1. ω) be a 

discrete space. Let X‘ =[1, ω] be its one-point compactification. Thus X* is 

C-compact. But it is not even a P-space and hence not a - minimal HP. Again 
il [ 1 ， ω is given the discrete topology, the resulting space is a countable 

HP space 50 that it is a -minimal HP (indeed, Lindelö f) . But this space is not 
minimal Hausdorff and hence not C-compact 
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